Sentiment Analysis has become an increasingly important research topic. This paper describes our approach to building a system for the Sentiment Analysis in Twitter task of the SemEval-2014 evaluation. The goal is to classify a phrase within a short piece of text as positive, negative or neutral. In the evaluation, classifiers trained on Twitter data are tested on data from other domains such as SMS, blogs as well as sarcasm. The results indicate that apart from sarcasm, classifiers built for sentiment analysis of phrases from tweets can be generalized to other short text domains quite effectively. However, in crossdomain experiments, SMS data is found to generalize even better than Twitter data.
Introduction
In recent years, new forms of communication such as microblogging and text messaging have become quite popular. While there is no limit to the range of information conveyed by tweets and short texts, people often use these messages to share their sentiments. Working with these informal text genres presents challenges for natural language processing beyond those typically encountered when working with more traditional text genres. Tweets and short texts are shorter, the language is very informal, with creative spelling and punctuation, misspellings, slang, new words, URLs, and genrespecific terminology such as, RT for "re-tweet" and #hashtags for tagging (Rosenthal et al., 2014) .
Although several systems have tackled the task of analyzing sentiment from entire tweets, the task of analyzing sentiments of phrases (a word This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Page numbers and proceedings footer are added by the organisers. Licence details: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ or more) within a tweet has remained largely unexplored. This paper describes the details of our system that participated in the subtask A of Semeval-2014 Task 9: Sentiment Analysis in Twitter (Rosenthal et al., 2014) . The goal of this task is to determine whether a phrase within a message is positive, negative or neutral in that context. Here, a message indicates any short informal piece of text such as a tweet, SMS data, or a sentence from Live Journal blog, which is a social networking service where Internet users keep an online diary. A phrase could be a word or a few consecutive words within a message.
The novelty of this task lies in the fact that a model built using only Twitter data is used to classify instances from other short text domains such as SMS and Live Journal. Moreover, a short test corpus of sarcastic tweets is also used to test the performance of the sentiment classifier.
The main contributions of this paper include a) developing a sentiment analysis classifer for phrases; b) training on Twitter data and testing on other domains such as SMS and Live Journal data to see how well the classifier generalizes to different types of text, and c) testing on sarcastic tweets.
Related Work
Sentiment analysis from Twitter data has attracted much attention from the research community in the past few years (Asiaee T. et al., 2012; Go et al., 2009; Pang et al., 2002; Pang and Lee, 2004; Wilson et al., 2005) . However, most of these approaches classify entire tweets by their overall sentiment (positive, negative, or neutral).
The task at hand is to classify the sentiment of a phrase within a short message. The challenges of classifying contextual polarity of phrases has been previously explored by first determining whether the phrase is neutral or polar, and then disambiguating the polarity of the polar phrases (Wilson et al., 2005) . Another approach entails using manually developed patterns (Nasukawa and Yi, 2003) . Both these techniques, however, experimented with general web pages and online reviews but not Twitter data.
Previously, a few systems that participated in Semeval-2013: Sentiment Analysis in Twitter task (Wilson et al., 2013; Mohammad et al., 2013; Gunther and Furrer, 2013) tackled the problem of sentiment analysis of phrases by training on data that exclusively came from tweets and tested on a corpus made up of tweets and SMS data. This time though, the task is to see how well a system trained on tweets will perform on not only SMS data, but also blog sentences from Live Journal, as well as sarcastic tweets.
Task Setup
Formally, given a message containing a phrase (one or more words), the task is to determine whether that phrase is positive, negative or neutral in that context. We were able to download 8880 tweets (7910 for training, and 970 for development) from the corpus made available by the task organizers, where each tweet includes a phrase marked as positive, negative or neutral. Keywords and hashtags were used to identify and collect messages, which were then annotated using Amazon Mechanical Turk. This task setup is further described in the task description paper (Rosenthal et al., 2014) .
The evaluation consists of Twitter data as well as surprise genres such as SMS, Live Journal and Twitter Sarcasm. The purpose of hidden test genres was to see how well a system trained on tweets will perform on previously unseen domains.
System Description
This section describes the system components.
Supervised Machine Learning
During development time, we experimented with various supervised machine learning classifiers, but the final model was trained using Support Vector Machines (SVM) with a linear kernel as it outperformed all other classifiers. The c value was empirically selected and set to 1.
Features
For all tweets, the URL links and @username mentions are replaced by "URL" and "username" placeholders, respectively. The following features were included in the final model:
• Prior polarities: Previous research (Agrawal and An, 2013; Mohammad et al., 2013) has shown prior polarities of words to be one of the most important features in contextual sentiment analysis of phrases. So, for one of the features, the sum of the sentiscores of all the terms in the phrase was computed from SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006) . For another feature, the prior polarity of the phrase was estimated by averaging the positive/negative strength of all its terms by looking them up in the Subjectivity Clues database (Wilson et al., 2005 ).
• Emoticons: An emoticon lexicon containing frequent positive and negative emoticons, as well as some of their misspellings that are generally found in tweets, was created manually 1 . The prior positive and negative emoticon features contain the counts of all positive and negative emoticons in the phrase.
• Lengths: Counts of the total number of words in the phrase, the average number of characters in the phrase, and the total number of words in the message were included.
• Punctuation: Whether the phrase contains punctuation such as '?', '!', '...', etc.
• Clusters: Word cluster IDs were obtained for each term via unsupervised Brown clustering of tweets (Owoputi et al., 2013) . For example, words such as anyone, anybody, any1, ne1 and anyonee are all represented by cluster path 0111011110. This allows grouping multiple (mis)spellings of a word together, which would otherwise be unique unigrams.
• Unigrams: Each phrase consists of one or more words, with the average number of words in a phrase being 2. We used only unigrams as bigrams were found to reduce the accuracy on the development set.
Experiments and Discussion
The task organizers made available a test data set composed of 10681 instances. the breakdown of the various types of text, with example phrases that are to be classified. As expected, Live Journal has a slightly more formal sentence structure with properly spelt words, whereas Twitter and SMS data include more creative spellings. Clearly, the sarcasm category includes messages with two contradictory sentiments in close proximity. The challenge of this task lies precisely in the fact that one classifier trained on Twitter data should be able to generalize reasonably well on different types of text.
Task Results
We participated in the constrained version of the task which meant working with only the provided Twitter training data without any additional annotated messages. The macro-average F1-scores of the positive and negative classes, which were the evaluation criteria for the task, of our system (trained on Twitter training data and tested on Twitter test, SMS and Live Journal blog data) are presented in Table 2 .
There are two interesting observations here: firstly, even though the classifier was trained solely on tweets, it performs equally well on SMS and Live Journal data; and secondly, the sarcasm category has the poorest overall performance, unsurprisingly. This suggests that cross-domain sentiment classification of phrases in short texts is a feasible option. However, sarcasm seems to be a subtle sentiment and calls for exploring features that capture not only semantic but also syntactic nuances. The low recall of the negative sarcastic instances could be due to the fact that 30% of the negative phrases are hashtags (e.g., #don'tjudge, #smartmove, #killmenow, #sadlife, #runninglate, #asthmaticproblems, #idontwantit), that require term-splitting.
Further analysis reveals that generally the positive class has better F1-scores than the negative class across all domains, except for the SMS data. One possible reason for this could be the fact that, while in all data sets (Twitter train, Twitter test, Sarcasm test) the ratio of positive to negative instances is nearly 2:1, the SMS test set is the only one with class distribution different from the training set (with less positive instances than negative). The extremely low F1-score for the neutral class is perhaps also due to the skewed class distribution, where in all data sets, the neutral instances only make up about 4 to 9% of the data.
The positive class also has a better recall than the negative class across all domains, which suggests that the system is able to identify most of the positive test instances, perhaps due to the bigger proportion of positive training instances as well as positive words in the polarity lexicons. One simple way of improving the recall of the negative class could be by increasing the number of negative instances in the training set. In fact, in a preliminary experiment with an increased number of negative instances (resampled using SMOTE (Chawla et al., 2002) ), the macro-average F1-score of the SMS data set improved by 0.5 points and that of the Sarcasm set by almost 2 points. However, there was no notable improvement in the Twitter and Live Journal test sets.
We also ran some ablation experiments on the test corpus after the submission to observe the influence of individual features on the classification POS.
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NEU. AVG. Table 2 : Macro-average F1-scores. P, R and F represent precision, recall and F1-score, respectively.
process. Table 3 reports the macro-average F1-scores of the experiments. The "all features*" scores here are different from those submitted as the four test corpora were tested individually here as opposed to all instances mixed into one data set.
The row "-prior polarities" indicates a feature set that excludes the prior polarities feature, and its effect on the F1-score. MCB is the Majority Class Baseline, whereas unigrams uses only the phrase unigrams, with no additional features. A few observations from the feature ablation study include:
• The prior polarities and lengths seem to be two of the most distinguishing features for Twitter and Twitter Sarcasm, whereas for SMS data, the word clusters are quite useful.
• While for Twitter Sarcasm, punctuation seems to be the most important feature, it has the opposite effect on the Live Journal blog data. This may be because the punctuation features learned from Twitter data do not translate that well to blog data due to their dissimilar writing styles.
• Even though the classifier was trained on Twitter data, it has quite a strong performance on the SMS data, which is rather unsurprising in retrospect as both genres have similar character limits, which leads to creative spellings and slang.
• While using all the features leads to almost 5 F1-score points improvement over unigrams baseline in Twitter, SMS and Sarcasm data sets, they increase only 2 F1-score points in Live Journal blog data set, suggesting that this feature set is only marginally suited for blog instances. This prompted us to explore the hypothesis: how well do SMS and Live Journal data generalize to other domains, discussed in the following section.
Cross-domain Experiments
In this section, we test how well the classifiers trained on one type of text classify other types of text. In table 4, for example, the last row shows the results of a model trained on Journal data (1000 instances) and tested on Twitter, SMS and Sarcasm test sets, and 10-fold cross-validated on Journal data. Since this experiment measures the generalizability of different data sets, we randomly selected 500 positive and 500 negative instances for each data set, in order to minimize the influence of the size of the training data set on the classification process. Note that this experiment does not include the neutral class. As expected, the best results on the test sets are obtained when using cross-validation (except on Twitter set). However, the model built using SMS data has the best or the second-best result overall, which suggests that out of the three types of text, it is the SMS data that generalize the best. 
Conclusion
This paper presents the details of our system that participated in the subtask A of SemEval:2014: Sentiment Analysis in Twitter. An SVM classifier was trained on a feature set consisting of prior polarities, word clusters and various Twitter-specific features. Our experiments indicate that prior polarities are one of the most important features in the sentiment analysis of phrases from short texts. Furthermore, a classifier trained on just tweets can generalize considerably well to other texts such as SMS and blog sentences, but not to sarcasm, which calls for more research. Lastly, SMS data generalizes to other texts better than Twitter data.
